How to:

Dust Mopping
Why Dust Mop?
To remove find dust and grit which could grind away floor finish. To remove fine particles which a broom and a vacuum
will not pick up. To enhance the beauty of the floor for a longer period of time.

Important Notes:
Ÿ The dust mop is used in one-continuous movement and stays in contact with the floor. Use the swivel to maneuver
mop.
Ÿ The dust mop gathers dust and grit unlike a broom which lifts dust.
Ÿ Keep the dirt and grit in front of mop. Collect heavy dirt in dust pan.
Ÿ Dust mop only dry floors. If floor is damp, use a broom.
Ÿ “Lop the mop before use. To “lop” mop, lift and drop it. This gets all the strings into their working position.
Ÿ Rub palm of hand over small area of floor. Your dirty hand will tell you that dusting is needed.
Ÿ Apply dust mop treatment evenly over the mop least the night before and as early as one week prior to use. This allows
the mop time to absorb the treatment. Roll up the mop and store in plastic bag or container.
Ÿ Buy dust mops with bows to make removal of dust mop from its frame easy,
Ÿ Use a brush for corners of the floor the mop cannot reach.
Tip: Why “Lop the Mop?
The mop glides over the floor easily, mop causes less streaks and it is more efficient.

Procedure: Dust Mopping
1. Treat mop with dust mop treatment about 24 hours before using.*
2. Rub palm of hand over part of floor: Dirty hand = dirty floor.
3. “Lop” the mop.
4. Use one continuous movement, dust the floor area without lifting the mop off the floor.
5. Collect heavy dirt in dust pan.
6. Rub palm of hand over floor again. Both hand and floor should be clean!
7. Clean the dust mop. Release trapped soil by shaking mop inside a plastic bag, by vacuuming, or by brushing the
mop with a whisk broom or scrub brush. Launder dust mop as needed. Place mop in pillow case or mesh bag to
wash.
*Tip:
Use treatment sparingly! To much treatment can leave streaks and make the floor slippery
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